FATCA: round up
Anthony Quinn provides an update on developments in the FATCA implementation.

t

regards to the Foreign Account
tax Compliance Act (FAtCA).

started this at this point.
in september, the us treasury issued
a technical corrections notice to address

designed to increase reporting to the us

Financial institutions (FFis).

Inland revenue Service (IrS) and
US Treasury announcements

for FAtCA.
in the press release, the iRs stated,
“Financial institutions are encouraged to

The deal offers Swiss banks the
opportunity to handover account
information of US account holders
and pay an ‘appropriate’ fine –
assessed at 20-50% of the value of
undeclared accounts, depending on
the time when they were opened.

after that.

to report the holdings of their current and
future American clients to us tax authorities.

their online accounts and begin submitting
their information. starting in January 2014,
effect of aligning the main chapters (3, 4 and
logging into their accounts, making any
necessary changes and submitting the

Update on intergovernmental
agreements (IGAs)

Critics of the FAtCA agreements made

bigger penalties could be around the corner, if
Kingdom,

denmark,

Mexico,

ireland,
and impose similar penalties.

the coming months.
this result indicates that many MPs seem to

almost impossible.

Interesting times in Switzerland

capital markets.

Update on developments in Australia
statistics on the number of FFi
registrations made so far are currently

Council (FsC) and Financial Planners
planned legal action against banks in

extension for registration to be completed
published list in the June 2014, it is likely that
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taxpayers, reported to be in the region of tens
of billions of undeclared dollars.

the draft AMl id forms and guidance

Implementation considerations

prior to 1 July 2014, is the safest approach,
but this in itself could introduce other

the iRs, to delay the commencement date of
FAtCA to 1 July 2014, presents Australian
Australian iGA or enabling legislation.

implement.
For example, if Australian Reporting

currently under discussion.

period.

Critics of the FATCA agreements
made by the Swiss Government
indicated that this could be a
devastating blow for Switzerland’s
financial industry.

the Australian iGA is signed after this point
(and requires changes to customer id forms
or guidance), or the iRs announce a further
delay, then this could force Reporting Fis to

increased compliance costs.

Final thoughts

corrections documents, emerging domestic

lobbying of domestic tax authorities in
enabling legislation in Australia to support
this remains unsigned before FAtCA
commencement).

FsC and the Australian Bankers Association

mention domestic regulatory compliance
programs needing to be considered
simultaneously.
in Australia, there is also a number of
competing regulatory compliance programs,
such as the Financial Claims scheme, Future

changes to systems, procedures, collateral
and controls during the busiest time of
year.
making prioritisation of resources a challenge,
compliance

requirements and some of the more complex
and unique entity types that exist in the

and

reputational

risks,

extensions and could include remediation
of accounts opened after 1 July 2014 and
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conclusion that introducing FAtCA changes
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